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 CMPC is a leading, integrated and well-

diversified producer of pulp, paper and 

other forest products in Latin America.

 As of December 2003:

 Assets:    US$ 4,730 million

 Net debt: US$ 530 million

 Sales :  US$ 1,670 million

 The company is controlled by the Matte 

family, one of the leading economic 

groups in Chile.

 One of the largest companies in the 

Chilean Stock Exchange with a market 

capitalization of US$4.3 billion as of 

March 2004.
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CMPC: a market leader in the southern cone of 
South America

Uruguay
Argentina

Chile

Peru

Pulp Tissue
Forestry and 

Wood Products

Paper, Boxboard 

and Newsprint

Converted Paper 

Products

 3 mills:

 Laja (pine)

 Pacifico  (pine)

 Santa Fe 

(eucalyptus)

 2 mills 

(87,000 tons/y):

 Puente Alto

 Talagante

 615 Th Ha of land 

 427 Th Ha planted  

 3 sawmills 

(900,000 m3/y)

 1 remanufacturing 

plant 

(90,000 m3/y)

 Boxboard:

 Maule, Valdivia

 Packaging paper:

 Puente Alto

 Newsprint:

 Inforsa

 P&W paper:

 Puente Alto

 Laja

 188,000 tons/y 

and 102 million 

units per year

 Corrugated boxes

 Paper bags

 Office products

 2 Mills 

(95,000 tons/y)

 94 Th Ha of land

 60 Th Ha planted

 75 million units/y

 Paper bags

 Ipusa mill 

(16,000 tons/y)

 Protisa mill 

(25,000 tons/y)

 95 million units/y

 Paper bags

1.2 MM tons/y 223,000 tons/y
709 Th Ha 

(487Th  planted)

4.0 MM m3/y
710,000 tons/y

188,000 tons/y

272 MM units/y



Forestry Division

Main Subsidiaries: Forestal Mininco

CMPC Maderas

Facilities: 3 Sawmills

1 Remanufactirung plant

2 Nurseries

Products: Pulpwood, lumber, m&b,

chops, blanks and others. 

Total Capacity*: 990.000 m3/y

Total Assets*: US$ 1,969 million

Total Sales**: 14%

Strenghts: - ISO 14001 Certifications

- Commercial thinning & 

prunning

- Faster growth cycle than 

northern 

species

- Proximity of the forests to 

facilities and ports



Pulp Division

Main Subsidiaries: CMPC Celulosa

Facilities: 2 Softwood mills 

(Laja – Pacífico)

1 Hardwood mill 

(Santa Fe)

Products: BSKP, BEKP, UKP & 

Fluff pulp. 

Total Capacity*: 1.165.000 tons/y

Total Assets*: US$ 880 million

Total Sales**: 30%

Strenghts: - Strategic locations

- World lowest cost 

producer

of softwood

- First class assets

- Sales diversification

- ISO Certificated 



Subsidiaries: Cartulinas CMPC

Inforsa

Papeles Cordillera

Edipac

Sorepa

Facilities: 2 Boxboard mills

1 Newsprint mill

1 Packaging paper mill

1 P&W paper mill

Products: Boxboard, newsprint, 

liner medium, sack kraft, 

and others

Total Capacity*: 80,000 tons/y (P & W)

230,000 tons/y (Packaging)

190,000 tons/y (Newsprint) 

210,000 tons/y (Boxboard) 

Total Assets*: US$ 729 million

Total Sales**: 23%

Paper Division

Others

1%

P&W 

paper

14%

Boxboard

40%

Newsprint

26%

Packaging

& Other

16%

Total = US$ 391 million 

Paper Sales Breakdown



Tissue Division

Main Subsidiaries: CMPC Tissue Chile

LPP Argentina

Protisa Peru

Ipusa Uruguay

Facilities: 2 Tissue mills - Chile

2 Tissue mills - Argentina

1 Tissue mills - Peru

1 Tissue mills - Uruguay

Products: Napkins, toilet paper, kitchen

towels, diapers and others 

Total Capacity*: 223.000 tons

Total Assets*: US$ 623 million

Total Sales**: 22%

Strenghts: - Largest tissue company in LA

- Extensive distribution network

- Broad market segmentation

- Strong brand recognition



IT complexity

 Similar business and operational process 

but in several different configurations

 Heterogeneous process control 

environment

 Many sites in different countries

 Heterogeneous market, i.e: products and 

order size.



Requirements for a RTSC 

Framework

 Increase profits
 Enabling mills to produce more cost-effectively and 

wise use of mill resources.

 Empower operations workforce
 Leverage their expertise by providing consistent, 

relevant, on-time and role based information

 Short Cycle Time
 The speed at which products move through a mill 

also dictates how rapidly transactions must be 
processed to enable the feedback actions to assure 
the operational performance.



Requirements for a RTSC 

Framework

 An integrated set of functions and 
technologies that provides a smooth 
information path from the order entry 
down to operational execution. 

 Functions and technologies focused in 
operational excellence, leveraging the 
contribution of people, assets and 
resources



Requirements for a RTSC 

Framework

 After an evaluation process a set of key 
infrastructure technologies was selected 
for the mission critical functions:

 SAP R3 Suite, transactional backoffice 
backbone, including financials, materials.

 PI RtPM and PI-Rlink, integration of Real Time 
data, RT information infrastructure, Operation 
Excellence applications support.

 Microsoft, integration middleware

 Honeywell OptiVision, MES: order entry, order 
scheduling, Quality and order tracking.



Requirements for a RTSC 

Framework

 Also, use the PI RtPM infrastructure to 

support advanced analytical applications 

towards operational excellence:

 Chena, On Line analysis of the pulp, model 

based online evaluation indexes of the 

operations 

 SCAN, off line & on line advanced statistics for 

process analysis and characterization



RTpM
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Order
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http://www.microsoft.com/
http://www.microsoft.com/


Examples



Real Time Order Status (MES)



RT Raw Material Consumption



RT Process Indexes, “CHENA”

 Obtains behavioral patterns by neuronal nets, extracting 

PI data to generate indexes that summarizes and 

describes the performance of each stage of the 

process.

 In addition, it has two units of analysis of the 

electrochemical pulp conditions entering the paper 

machine. 

 Gives a fast vision of the state of the plant. 

 It provides an early alert warming of variables escaping 

normal patterns, with the option to correct it quickly 

before a fault develops.



RT Process Index



Scan 

 It’s a Multivariate Analysis Software. 

 Allows the correlation of data stored in PI System,  

generating behavioral models for data variability. 

 Data Link/Excel Add In for the offline tool, PI-ACE for 

the online models.  

 Can generate cross correlation models for large sets 

of variables.

 Can generate empirical models for variables allowing 

analysis of the deviations (residuals) from the 

measurements (model based process supervision).



How the SCAN system works

Pattern´s Models can be built using the 

historical data and the SCAN offline 

tool, Excel/DataLink add-in

Models can be downloaded to PI-ACE

Using PI ACE & MDB standard 

management tools, Input Tag´s and 

Output Tag´s can be defined for each 

model.

Models runs in PI-ACE, reading data 

from PI and sending estimations, 

indexes, predictions back to PI

Since model results are sent back to 

PI, all the power of PI can be used for 

displaying, reporting, alarming, etc.

A user oriented Off Line 

Modeling (PI-DataLInk) 

and a Run Time Online 

tool (PI-ACE)



Scan Structure, schematically

Scan Structure

Use of pattern parameters for early 

detection of abnormal Operational 

Conditions, quality predictors and 

estimators for process variables.

Use of historical information for the 

analysis of cause-effect relationships 

and plant behavior patterns

Process 

Data

SCAN (Excel add-in with a 

complete set of advanced data 

analysis tests and reports)

SCAN (Excel add-in with a 

complete set of advanced data 

analysis tests and reports)

SCAN calculation modules 

(libraries), running in in a 

“SCAN/ACE Real Time 

Calculation Engine”

SCAN calculation modules 

(libraries), running in in a 

“SCAN/ACE Real Time 

Calculation Engine”

Models

RealTime and historical 

Process data

Statistical indexes, estimators, 

predictors, deviations, alarms, etc.

OFF LINE ON LINE

Use of pattern parameters for early 

detection of abnormal Operational 

Conditions, quality predictors and 

estimators for process variables.

Use of historical information for the 

analysis of cause-effect relationships 

and plant behavior patterns

Process 

Data

SCAN (Excel add-in with a 

complete set of advanced data 

analysis tests and reports)

SCAN (Excel add-in with a 

complete set of advanced data 

analysis tests and reports)

SCAN calculation modules 

(libraries), running in in a 

“SCAN/ACE Real Time 

Calculation Engine”

SCAN calculation modules 

(libraries), running in in a 

“SCAN/ACE Real Time 

Calculation Engine”

Models

RealTime and historical 

Process data

Statistical indexes, estimators, 

predictors, deviations, alarms, etc.

OFF LINE ON LINE

PI-Data Link PI-ACE

PI-MDB 

(Model Structures)
PI 
Baseline



SCAN project objectives: 

 Generate a Multivariate (off line &on line) empirical 
model for  porosity

 Predict its evolution and enable the operators to 
react before it goes out of specification. 

 Support and correlate the operator's knowledge 
and experience with (formal) analytical indexes . 

 To use the variability models (PCA clustering) as 
an indirect estimator of exogenous factors like the 
raw material properties.



SCAN, Porosity Control

An Online (empirical) model running in PI-ACE allows for the prediction of the 

porosity.



SCAN

SCORES for each measured 

variable shows its relative 

incidence on the Porosity, Actual 

and predicted.

Clustering: allows for product characterization and then, 

deviation analysis.



Conclusions

 Flexible and extensible model for 

CMPC’s pulp and paper business

 Provide a smooth integration of the real 

time information and the transactional 

one, providing role based windows to the 

relevant information

 Full business and operational process 

integration



Thank you 


